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SOME TRANSFORMATIONS OF BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC

SERIES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

V. K. JAIN

Abstract. Using Bailey's transformation, relations between basic and basic bi-

lateral hypergeometric series are obtained. Some interesting special cases, like

identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type, summation theorems for particular basic

bilateral hypergeometric series 2^2. are also discussed.

1. Bailey [3], [4] used the simple transformation

00 00

2     any„  =    2     8nßn
n-0 n-0

(1.1)

where ß„ = 2"_0 arun_rvn+r and y„ = 2"_„ 8rur_nvn+r to obtain transformations

of basic hypergeometric series from which he deduced a number of identities of

Rogers-Ramanujan type. Later on, Slater [9] used the transformation (1.1) to

obtain a long list of identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type.

In §2 of this note we use (1.1) to obtain transformations of basic hypergeometric

series using some of the summation formulae which we had proved in an earlier

paper [6]. In fact we prove the following three general transformations:
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provided \cd\ > l,c,d¥=l,
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aq' bq; q; ~aTq -n

and
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q'Vb

•Ai

-c
q5/2,-q5/2,aq,aq2,bq,bq2,^-;q2;

c a2b2q3

1/2       1/2   9    ¿_   1    ¿_ !
a    a    b     b

2<>;

c, d; q;
-b2q

cd

bVq , -bVq
= n

'7^1

a,b=£\,      (1.3)

b2q    b2q—'-T;q

bq'^d

bq2, -bq2, c, cq, d, dq, b2;q2;
¿y

c2d2

b2q    b2q2    b2q    b2q2
b'-b'—'—'^-'-d-'0

(1.4)

where the generalized basic and basic bilateral hypergeometric series are defined

as

-n'rWp+l-rp

ax, a2, . . . , ap + x; q; x

¿>i> • • • , bp+r

= 2 [>■;<?],,••• [«,+.;g]n*"(-),V7'(',-1)/2

-° [V4]n[b¿a]n---   [bP + r\q],

and

AYA

ax, a2,

bx, b2, ,bA;X

00 [«i;«].- • • W^\y<in   \n(n + \)/2

„—»       [*i;?]„- • • [*<;<L

M < i,    (1.5)

\q\ < 1,      (1.6)

respectively, where [a; #]„ = (1 - a)(l - aq) ■ ■ ■ (1 — a?"   '), [a; <?]„ = 1, and

(1 - arf) ••■(!- ar^)n ax, . . . , ar; q

bx,...,bs j-o ( - b,q>)
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The series p+x<f>p+r converges for ail positive integral values of r and for ail x,

except that when r = 0, it converges only for |x| < 1. On the other hand, the series

(1.6) converges if X > 0. If X = 0 then

A,A2

axa2 • • • aA
< \A < I-

In the case À = 0, we drop it.

In §3 we use (1.2)—(1.4) to deduce some new as well as known identities of

Rogers-Ramanujan type with moduli 5, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24.

2. Proof of (1.2). Letting

(_)V(* + ')/2
—-,       vs=[q;q]s,       as

a2b2 ' q

[*«L IV;*2! 4;* *•
we can evaluate </?„> in a closed form by using the o-analogue of Watson's

summation theorem [6] viz.

4*3

a2,b2,-q-N,q-N;q;q

abVq , -abVq , q~2N

_[«WL[*WL

to have

(2.1)

A [-y-^Uiy-^'i.W"
i" *«

(ab)
In

(2.2)

whereas on taking

Ô =
W; g2l[cq; g]s[dq; q]s

W>fl \q ; i (cdq)s

and using the following summation theorem

5<f>,

a, qVä , -qVa , b, c; q;

b      c

21
be -n

aq
aq'Tc-'q

aq    aq

T'T
(2.3)

(obtained from the summation theorem [10, 3.3.1.3] by letting d-> oo), we get

1
lV;«L

yn =

Td>q [cq; q]n[dq; q]n

;q vq (cdq)"
(2.4)
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Making use of these values in (1.1), we get

4</>3

g1/2    -1i/2 A 1

— ,—r,Cq,dq;q;73

q' a2' b2

[*«],[»■

l*iU[i¡;-

|   [g3; g2U«?; gU*¡: gU«V ~"; g2U¿>2g'-"; g2L(-)V'

-n -c'-d'"d

cd

«J        r.3. „2[g3; <¡2]iAci\ q]in[dq; gfa.

[a2g; g2]„[*>2g; g2]^2"*

^;g2

a2'9
-1(abed)2

*ai«a«[î'«LH"L,
2.  .21        „2h2-!-2»+1

[a2;./2l„ + ,[62;g2U,g

. a -U + lL 0 Jn+I

(2.5)

In the last series, setting n = -r — 1, the two series combine into a bilateral

series (1.2) provided c, d =£ 1.

Proof of (1.3). Assuming

,*V2 ,     , (-c)y-2>/2

and using the ^-analogue of the Bailey's theorem [1] viz.

2</>2

a, - ; q; -b
a

-q,b

[ab;q2l Éï.q2
a

[*«]«
(2.6)

we get

ßn = (2.7)

On the other hand setting

s_      [q3; q2l[aq; q]s[bq; ql(-y

[**l Í" b
\q (abV¿ y
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we obtain by using (2.3), <y„> in the form

W>«1
yn =

i

-ab'q [aq;q]n[bq;q]n(-y

Í" Pq (abV¿ y
(2.8)

Using these values in (1.1) and proceeding as in the proof of (1.2), we get (1.3).

Proof of (1.4). Setting,

q*'2 r   -,     i (-)V/2

and using the fl-analogue of Gauss' second summation theorem [1] viz.

2*:

a2, A2; q; -q

abVq , -abVq

[a2q;q2Ub2q;q2l

we have

However, if

ßn  =

8. =

[a2b2q; q2Uq; q2}„

[b2^]n[b2qx^,q2UqX-";q2}^2

[q-, q]n[b2q; q2]x[q; q2]x

[b2q2;q2l[c;q)s[d;q]s(-y(b2Vq-y

(2.9)

(2.10)

[*2;*2L
b¿q. *1.

d  '
(cd y

in view of (2.3) we get

[b2q;q]c

v„ =

È1.
cd '

[c;q]n(-b2Vq-y[d;q]n

b2q
; q Ï1.

d '
(cd y

(2.11)

Substituting these values in (1.1), we get (1.4) on observing that the odd part of

right-hand side adds up to zero. It is of interest to note that (1.4) is a limiting case

of the following more general transformation connecting a terminating

Saalschützian 5<f>4 on the base q and a well-poised 10<f>9 on the base q2 (this result is

very reminiscent of the Watson's o-analogue of Whipple's theorem [11] which

expresses a terminating Saalschützian 4<p3 on the base q into a well-poised 8<p7 on

the base q):

5*.

c,d, V~e ,-V~e ,q-N;q\*

e, bVq ,-bV~q,^ <T"

Èk. b\.
d "

[b2q; q]N
cd

ici*»

b\ bq\ -bq\ c, cq, d, dq, ^, ,""■ l'**1'. «*! ^
e cd

b, _b> *V    *q    bV    b^ fc22+„ b2x.„
c        c        d       d

(2.12)
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The proof of (2.12) proceeds along the lines of that of (1.4) except in this case we

use the ^-analogue of Watson's summation theorem [2] (instead of ^-analogue of

Gauss' second summation theorem (2.9)) and the summation theorem for the

well-poised 6<i>5 [10, 3.3.1.4] (instead of using (2.3)) for evaluating </}„> and </•„>

respectively.

3. We begin this section by noting that if in (1.2) a, b—»0, the series on the

left-hand side may be summed by the ^-analogue of Gauss' theorem [10, 3.3.2.5] to

yield

(l-q4n + 1)[cq;q]2n[dq;q]
In

2nL J2n
(cdq)

In

2it+l

2n n = -oo

[eg; q]2n[dg; <?]2h<?:

"f«l \i-'q] ^2nL c     h„\_ d     \2n

-      [eg; q]n[dq; q]„I     1   \"

= —   \^q\\^q\   [~Cdql'
(3.1)

provided \q\ < \cd\ < \c2d2q\, c, d ==/= 1.

Next, we deduce some identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type from the transfor-

mations proved in §2. The technique adopted is to specialize the parameters in the

transformation in such a way that the right-hand side may be summed by Jacobi's

triple product identity [8, (1.1)]:

2   (-Tx^z"" =  IÍ (1 - jc<2--1>-r*)(l - xVn-Vaz-")(\ - x2na).  (3.2)
n-l

For instance, considering (1.2) and setting c, d -► oo, a = q   1/4 and b2 = -q  I/2

one obtains the following identity of Rogers-Ramanujan type

J   [-g2; g2]„gn2+n

»-0 L^k + l
n    o-i-v

n =£0,3,9 (mod 12)

(3.3)

On the other hand, in (1.2) letting b,d-^oo,a = q   1/4, c = -q   x/2 and replacing

q by q2, we get,

t*4:*2].?

[-9; q2]„q
n2 + 2n

»-0   [q4; q*]n[q3; q2]

II (l-qmy\       (3.4)
na=0,5,15(mod20)
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Next, in (1.2) letting a, b -h» 00, c = q~x/2, d = -q~1/2 we get

[* g2].(-g)"
[V;«2L2

= [«i i2]« A O + **-2)(l + q*"-6)(l - q%").      (3.5)
n — 1

Furthermore, (1.2) on letting d--» 00, c = -1, a = o1/4, A2 = -a1/2 and replacing q

by o2, would yield

IV; ö21       °°       [-1; o4l a"2''"" °°
rL 2Jf    2     rL2       " \"q2     21    -Eil- *'«-'ftl - qX6°) (3-6)
[-?2; q2]x n-0   [q2; q4]n[q2; q2]n      „_/

whereas for ¿-> 00, a = o1/4, A = q~x/4, c = -q~1/2 and q replaced by q2, (1.2)

yields

r 2. ,1 s [-g; g2U-g; ^2]^"2+2n

=[-* î2]. n o + fl,6-4)(i + ?i6n-i2)(i - ?i6n). o.?)
n — 1

Similarly (1.3) with a, b -» oo and c = o3/2, reduces to

oo 3n2 + 2/i

n    (\-q")-x + q    n    (i-?-)-1
na0,7,13 (mod 20) nz0,3,17 (mod 20)

= 7-V fi [1 + (-)?-'][! - (-)V"-4][1 - (-)V],       (3.8)

where the last line is written by using an identity due to Bailey [4, 4.1], see also

Sears [7]. Last, if in (1.4) we make c, d —» oo and then A = 1, A = q, we get the

following two known identities (Slater [9, 2.46,2.44])

oo rt(3n-l)/2

2 r-Vf—rn-       n      (i-?-)"', (3.9)
«-0    [?;?]„[?; <72]„       n^o,4,6 (mod 10)

3n(n + l)/2

2   T-^TT-ii-u U --ZT'. (3.10)
n-0   [q; q]n[q; q2]n+x      „a0A8(mod 10)

It may not be out of place to mention that identities involving the sum of two or

three or even more triple products can also be obtained from (1.2)—(1.4) e.g. in (1.2)
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by letting b, d -* oo, we have

[*;*L £  [eg; qU-W+1)/2

; q
— [^^2]n ;?

=  S O-^wiU^dH"^"

2n 5"
(3.11)

(c«):
2/1

Next, taking a = qx/4, c = q   x/2 and replacing q by ?2, (3.11) gives a known

identity due to Slater [9, 2.16] viz.

oo      /   \n   n' + 2n

n    o -?")-*
n=z0,7,13(mod20)

+ 9 IT (l-qnY
nzO,3,17(mod20)

-[«; <?2L II [i + (-)V"1[i - (-)V-4][i - (-)VI    (3.12)
n-1

whereas taking a = qx/4, c = -q   x/2 and replacing q by q2 (3.11) yields

°°      [-flifl2] fl"2+2n

n    o-*■)-•
nz0,7,13(mod20)

q II (1-9-)
7ias0,3,17(mod20)

-1

-t-* *2L n [i - (-)V-'][i + (-)V"-4][i - (-)Vi- (3.13)
n-1

Combining (3.12)  and  (3.13),  one  obtains  identities  for  the  triple  product

n„Ä0,7,i3(mod20)(l ~ ff")"1 and nnäEO,3,,7 (mod 20)(1 ~ «")"'• I* may also be observed

that (3.8) and (3.12) yield a series transformation. But if we had started with the

identity (3.8), we would have not been able to obtain the identities on modulus 20

which could be obtained from (3.12).
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The identity (3.11) for a = q  l/4, c = ql/2 would correspond to (cf. Bailey [5,

4.2])

\a*-a2]    V      l >q
L?'îJ°°Ào   [q<;q<]n

-[?; ?2L[<z; 9], n    0-9")-'
L ne0,9,11 (mod 20)

-q2    n    a-?-)-1
nsO.1,19 (mod 20)

■i««2L n [i -(-)v-2][i + (-)V-3][i - (-)v-], (3.14)
n-1

and for a = #   1/4, c = -ql/2 would lead to

3.  „21   „n2

[^2]J„ri
[V; q2]nq

--o [*4;94]n[*;*2]„+1

■[Vi*1].!«?], n    o-?-)-
nz0,9,ll (mod 20)

+ ^ n    a-€")-
na0,l,19(mod20)

+ 2?    n    o-?*)-'
n=s0,5,15(mod20)

(3.15)

Identities (3.4), (3.14) and (3.15) can be combined to produce series expansions for

the triple products nnÄo,,il9(mod2o)(l - «")"' and nnäEOj9)11(mod2u)(l - f")""1, but

for reasons of brevity, we do not mention them here.

Also, note that letting a, b, d^> oo and giving for c in succession, the values

<7-1/2 and qx/2, (1.2) reduces to the following identities:

l>2;g2L | [9;<72]„(-)V2+
In

=   fi (1 + ?24n-8)(l + ?24"-16)(l - q24")
n-1

+ 9 II (1 + ?24n-4)(l + q24"-20)^ - q24")

- n o + 96"-')(i + 96"-5)(i - i6-),
n-1

(3.16)
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and

[q;q2]„nÎ0 [q*;q<]a

= n (i + ^24-i2)2(i - ^24-)
n-\

-«5(1 + ?24"-8)(l + fl24"-16)(l - q24")
n-i

-q2 fi (1 + a24"-4)(l + fl24"-20)(l - a24")
n-\

+ ?3 A (1 + ö24")(l + q24"-24)^ - q24")
n-\

-   fi (1 + ?6"-3)2(l - q6n) - q fi (1 + q6n-5)(l + <76"-')(l ~ Í6")-
B-l n-1

(3.17)

Manipulating (3.16) with the identity obtained from it by replacing q by -q, one

obtains the two identities involving infinite products on modulus 24.

In this connection it may be remarked that if one starts with the corresponding

identity of Slater [9, 2.87] and proceeds as described above, one would end up with

only two known identities on modulus 12 [9, (2.50) and (2.51)]. We conclude with

the remark that the above listing of the identities is not exhaustive. Indeed one can

get a large number of identities from the transformations discussed in §2.

I am grateful to Dr. Arun Verma for suggesting the problem and for his help

during the preparation of this paper.
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